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Abstract: Asymmetric magnetic hysteresis loops are usually found in exchange bias (EB) systems,
typically after field cooling a system below the Néel temperature of an antiferromagnet exchange
coupled to a ferromagnet. Alternatively, asymmetric hysteresis loops may occur due to undetected
minor loops or in systems with a rotational anisotropy. Here, we report on an exchange bias thin
film system MgO(100)/Co/CoO, examined at room temperature, which is far above the blocking
temperature, by the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). While the longitudinal hysteresis loops
partly show steps which are well-known from diverse purely ferromagnetic systems, the transverse
hysteresis loops exhibit clear asymmetries, similar to exchange biased systems at low temperatures,
and unusual transverse magnetization values at saturation. Since minor loops and a rotational
anisotropy can be excluded in this case, this asymmetry can possibly be a residue of the exchange
bias coupling at lower temperatures.
Keywords: exchange bias; rotatable anisotropy; blocking temperature; minor loops; Co/CoO

1. Introduction
Magnetic hysteresis loops of ferromagnetic (FM) materials are usually symmetric, independent
from the ferromagnet’s shape. Asymmetric hysteresis loops, on the other hand, are in some
technologically controlled situations attributed to exchange bias (EB) systems. Such an exchange bias is
a unidirectional anisotropy, occurring in exchange-coupled systems of ferromagnet and antiferromagnet
(AFM) after field cooling (cooling in the presence of an externally applied magnetic field) the system
from high temperatures significantly below the Néel temperature of the AFM [1–3]. Quite pronounced
asymmetries are known, e.g., from thin layer systems such as Fe/MnF2 [4], while several other
systems also show asymmetries which are often especially well visible in the transverse magnetization
component (i.e., perpendicular to the external magnetic field orientation) [5–8]. Other systems, such as
Co/CoO, often show symmetric hysteresis loops even at low temperatures [9].
In addition to such exchange bias systems, there are other possibilities how asymmetric magnetic
hysteresis loops can be created. A typical one, sometimes applied on purpose, sometimes based on
improper measurements, is related to minor loops. Such minor loops can be used, e.g., to measure first
order reversal curves (FORC), which allow for calculating reversible and irreversible loop components
and contain additional information about the investigated system [10–12]. On the other hand, it is
possible to measure minor loops erroneously, since a hysteresis loop seems to be closed, but parts
of the sample are not fully reversed, or a hard axis in a thin film sample is not yet crossed [3,13–15].
Harres et al. gave some criteria to avoid such undesired minor loops: Singularities in the magnetization
should be observed by successive derivations of the magnetization with respect to the external
magnetic field; by finding the maximum positive field which is sufficient to acquire the remanent
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magnetization; and by measuring zero field cooling/field cooling curves, allowing for estimating the
anisotropy field [14]. The first ideas are not highly reliable for measurements using the magneto-optic
Kerr effect (MOKE)—the standard approach in laboratories—since here usually the noise is higher
than in more advanced superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) method and other
techniques. In addition, the absolute vertical position of the loop is not defined, making subsequent
remanence measurements prone to errors due to thermal drift. The last criterion is not available in
measurements at room temperature. In MOKE measurements, instead, a good possibility is based
on measuring longitudinal (parallel to the external magnetic field) and transverse magnetization
components (perpendicular to the field) at the same time or generally measuring with more than one
polarization, in this way making the small features well visible which can be missed [4,15].
A more scarcely investigated possibility is a chiral magnetic order due to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction in inversion-asymmetric crystals [16], which is not relevant for inversion-symmetric bulk
metals and thus, not taken into account here.
In a recent study, we investigated MgO(100)/Co/CoO thin film systems far above the blocking
temperature of the exchange bias in these samples and found not only deviations from the expected
crystallographic fourfold symmetry, but also we have seen clearly asymmetric transverse magnetization
components that can be compared—which is one of the main aims of this paper—with a few other
literature reports on similar effects in systems without an exchange bias. MgO substrates are well
suited for growing Co due to a small lattice mismatch which allows growing epitaxial Co layers in (111),
(110), and (100) orientations on the respective MgO substrates [9]. In addition, especially the system
MgO(100)/Co/CoO was investigated earlier at low temperatures and showed an unexpected rotational
anisotropy below the blocking temperature. Thus, it is interesting to investigate whether other unusual
effects may occur in this system at room temperature, i.e., well above the blocking temperature.
2. Materials and Methods
Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) was used to prepare thin films in the stacking order MgO(100)
substrate/Co (8 nm)/CoO (20 nm). While Co was grown at 300 ◦ C with a growth rate of 2–3 Å/min,
for the CoO layer, an oxygen atmosphere of 3.3 × 10−7 mbar was applied which is known to result in
CoO layers with a low defect concentration [17]. Applying reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED), the Co layer was shown to grow in (100) fcc orientation with the easy axes at (45 + n·90)◦ ,
while the subsequent CoO layer grew in a twinned (100) orientation with axes slightly tilted against
the Co axes. In a previous study, this sample type revealed a strong asymmetry of longitudinal (ML )
and transverse magnetization components (MT ) below the blocking temperature of approx. 260 K [18].
Measurements were performed by MOKE in a longitudinal setup at room temperature, i.e., well
above the blocking temperature. By using a diode bridge technique and setting the polarization of the
incident laser beam to 45◦ , i.e., between s- and p-polarization, the transverse magnetization component
can unambiguously be measured in the longitudinal setup [4].
Additional micromagnetic simulations were performed by the object oriented micro magnetic
framework (OOMMF) [19]. Simulation parameters were Ms = 1400 × 103 A/m, A = 30 × 10−12 J/m, and
K1 = 520 × 103 J/m3 , as originally implemented in OOMMF and corresponding to common literature
values [20]. Since Co usually grows hcp, we tested the common uniaxial anisotropy in addition to a
fourfold anisotropy. For the latter, the other simulation parameters were kept unchanged since only a
qualitative comparison with the experiments was planned. Anisotropy axes were set to 45◦ for the easy
axis of the sample with uniaxial anisotropy and ±45◦ as easy axes of the fourfold sample, equivalent to
the real sample.
The Gilbert damping constant was set to α = 0.5 to simulate a quasistatic case. A round nanodot
of thickness 10 nm and radius 500 nm was modelled, in this way reducing the impact of the shape
anisotropy. The mesh size of the elementary cubes was set to 5 nm.
The simulation revealed angular ranges in which peaks of different shapes were visible in the
transverse magnetic components and allowed for measuring the difference between MT at a negative
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At an angle of 25◦ , only a slight asymmetry is visible, with the left peak being clearly broader
than the right one. Going on to 35◦ , the right peak is vanished, while the left one has become narrower.
Rotating the sample further to 55◦ results in the opposite situation with a peak only on the right side.
For a sample orientation of 115◦ in a sample of fourfold anisotropy, the transverse magnetization could
be expected to be similar to either (115 − 90◦ = 25◦ ), which is clearly not the case, or to 65◦ (for a
mirror symmetry at 90◦ ), which is not the case, either (MT (65◦ ) looks very similar to MT (55◦ )). This, in
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Figure 3. Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurement of the sample at 300
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For the whole set of measurements, the coercive fields as well as the aforementioned differences
For the whole set of measurements, the coercive fields as well as the aforementioned differences
between transverse magnetization values at a negative and positive saturation ∆MT,sat are depicted in
between transverse magnetization values at a negative and positive saturation ΔMT,sat are depicted in
Figure 4. The coercive fields show indeed a fourfold symmetry, which should be compatible with the
Figure 4. The coercive fields show indeed a fourfold symmetry, which should be compatible with the
expected fourfold anisotropy. The value ∆MT,sat , however, behaves completely differently. Here, only
expected fourfold anisotropy. The value ΔMT,sat, however, behaves completely differently. Here, only
a twofold asymmetry is visible. Generally, the shape of this curve is hard to describe.
a twofold asymmetry is visible. Generally, the shape of this curve is hard to describe.
This is why Figure 4c,d depicts the same parameters, as derived from the simulation, using a
This is why Figure 4c,d depicts the same parameters, as derived from the simulation, using a
fourfold and a uniaxial model. Starting with the coercive fields, the fourfold symmetry can be found for
fourfold and a uniaxial model. Starting with the coercive fields, the fourfold symmetry can be found
both simulations, independent from the chosen anisotropy. The shape, however, looks quite different
for both simulations, independent from the chosen anisotropy. The shape, however, looks quite
from the one of the experimental curve. It should be mentioned that the shape found here is typical
different from the one of the experimental curve. It should be mentioned that the shape found here is
for a system which can be modelled according to the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, while systems with
typical for a system which can be modelled according to the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, while systems
noncoherent magnetization reversal which can be described by the wall-motion model of Kondorsky
with noncoherent magnetization reversal which can be described by the wall-motion model of
show a similar slope, but with abrupt jumps near the hard axes [22].
Kondorsky show a similar slope, but with abrupt jumps near the hard axes [22].
One possible explanation is based on a potential error in MOKE measurements. Since even
One possible explanation is based on a potential error in MOKE measurements. Since even
small deviations from s- or p-polarization are sufficient to add a part of the transverse magnetization
small deviations from s- or p-polarization are sufficient to add a part of the transverse magnetization
component, square transverse peaks (cf., e.g., Figure 2a,d) can shift steps along the slopes of the
component, square transverse peaks (cf., e.g., Figure 2a,d) can shift steps along the slopes of the
hysteresis loops so that erroneously either a wrong coercive field or an apparent exchange bias may be
hysteresis loops so that erroneously either a wrong coercive field or an apparent exchange bias may
measured [4]. Indeed, Figure 1c shows such steps in the longitudinal loop for a sample orientation of
be measured [4]. Indeed, Figure 1c shows such steps in the longitudinal loop for a sample orientation
45◦ . Evaluating the complete polarization-dependent measurement cycle from s- to p-polarization,
of 45°. Evaluating the complete polarization-dependent measurement cycle from s- to
however, does not show larger coercive fields for any magnetization component.
p-polarization, however, does not show larger coercive fields for any magnetization component.
In the simulation, on the other hand, this problem cannot occur. Figure 5 depicts longitudinal
and transverse hysteresis loops, simulated for a sample angle of 10◦ , assuming a uniaxial or a
fourfold anisotropy, respectively. The uniaxial anisotropy (Figure 5a) leads for all angles to typical
Stoner-Wohlfarth hysteresis loops without any steps or peaks. The fourfold anisotropy sometimes
energetically favors magnetization reversal via the easy axis oriented 90◦ to a positive and negative
saturation, resulting in the typical step in the longitudinal loop and the corresponding peaks in the
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transverse loop (Figure 5b). This, however, happens here only in the angular range of 5 . . . 15◦
and not near 45◦ , where simulations and experimental results differ the strongest; meaning that
near 45◦ the simulation cannot show two coercive fields which may become visible for different
magnetization
orientations.
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Next, the parameter ΔMT,sat should be discussed. In the simulation, the fourfold and the uniaxial
anisotropy lead to clearly distinct slopes of ΔMT,sat vs. the sample angle, with two (four) maxima and
four (eight) zero-crossings for the uniaxial (fourfold) anisotropy. Generally, the easy axes can be
recognized as the angles where the curves approach the x-axis slowly before they change sign, while
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Next, the parameter ∆MT,sat should be discussed. In the simulation, the fourfold and the uniaxial
anisotropy lead to clearly distinct slopes of ∆MT,sat vs. the sample angle, with two (four) maxima
and four (eight) zero-crossings for the uniaxial (fourfold) anisotropy. Generally, the easy axes can be
recognized as the angles where the curves approach the x-axis slowly before they change sign, while
the hard axes also show a zero-crossing, but with a much steeper slope.
Transferring this to the experimental results (Figure 4b), however, is complicated. “Slow” sign
changes can indeed be found at (45 + n·90)◦ , i.e., along the easy axes. Much steeper slopes are visible
around 90 and 270◦ , which are indeed hard axes. Here, however, the parameter ∆MT,sat does not
reverse its sign, nor does this happen at 0 and 180◦ , although the hysteresis loops measured at the four
hard axes are nearly identical.
These findings will be discussed in detail in the next section.
4. Discussion
There are two experimental findings which need an explanation: The asymmetry of the transverse
magnetization components, and the completely unclear slope of ∆MT,sat .
Starting with the asymmetry, this property of magnetic systems is usually found in exchange bias
systems, as mentioned before. In addition to the most typical EB system, composed of a ferromagnet
exchange-coupled to an antiferromagnet, there are also less usual material combinations or even
pure materials that are able to exhibit an exchange bias, such as the recently found NiMn2 O4 [23,24].
Similarly, in several material systems, it cannot be excluded that ferromagnetic clusters form in
antiferromagnetic metal oxides, or that the surface of a ferromagnetic metal is unintentionally oxidized
to an antiferromagnetic state [25,26]. These effects, however, cannot explain the asymmetry found
here—the system Co/CoO is well-known as an exchange bias system, however, not at temperatures
above the blocking temperature. Thinking about over-oxidizing the AFM layer to Co3 O4 is not
supportive, either, since this AFM has an even smaller Néel temperature of only 40 K.
Sometimes asymmetric loops are claimed to be visible, which are quite small and, depending on
the measurement method, may be attributed to polar contributions or similar effects [27]. In addition
to exchange biased samples, clear asymmetric hysteresis loops usually occur only as minor loops [28].
One exception, however, must be mentioned here: While normally magnetic nanostructures do not
exhibit a loop shift or asymmetric hysteresis loops, as long as they are not erroneously probed by minor
loops, simulations of defects in permalloy strips with uniaxial anisotropy revealed indeed asymmetric
loops due to domain wall pinning at these defects [29]. This, again, does not have to be taken into
account here.
After excluding the impossible options, there is only one left, besides the further explanations
not detected. As mentioned before, the blocking temperature of CoO(100) in the type of sample
investigated here was regularly found to be approximately 260 K, i.e., more than 30 K below room
temperature (21–22 ◦ C). The Néel temperature of CoO, however, is indeed similar to room temperature,
i.e., between approx. 280 and 310 K, based on different studies [30]. It must be mentioned that in
Co(110)/CoO systems, a strong effect due to the 90◦ coupling between AFM and FM can be observed
around 280–320 K [9], indicating that the AFM cannot be ignored above room temperature, even if the
measurement temperature is well above the blocking temperature. Such an effect was reported by
Roy et al. for Ni/NiO nanoparticle systems, however, showing also a horizontal shift of the hysteresis
loop, which is not visible here [31]. Nevertheless, especially with respect to the well-known impact of
the AFM in Co(110)/CoO systems around room temperature, a residual exchange bias without a loop
shift is the most likely explanation for the asymmetric transverse magnetization loops and thus, the
asymmetric magnetization reversal found in the recent study.
Next, the parameter of ∆MT,sat is investigated more in detail. Thinking about the crystal orientation
of the Co layer alone, its fourfold symmetry may be slightly modified by a stress induced by the CoO
layer grown on top with a small twinning by few degrees, which may induce small deviations of the
angles between the Co easy axes from 90◦ . What is also often found in diverse thin film samples is
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a certain mosaic spread, or mosaicity, defining small variations of the anisotropy axes in magnetic
grains of actually epitaxially grown samples. In addition, the aforementioned torque may also be an
interesting parameter for comparison with other studies.
Comparing the experimental values of ∆MT,sat with the simulated ones, besides the aforementioned
similarities and differences, there is one most crucial point: In the simulation (Figure 4d), the easy
and hard axes are always correlated with sign changes, i.e., the curve shows point-like symmetries at
(45◦ , 0), (135, 0), etc. for both tested anisotropies and intermediate additional symmetry points for the
fourfold anisotropy. In the experiment, oppositely, we see mirror-symmetries at x = 0, 90, 180, and 270◦ .
Such a behavior cannot be modelled by pure or superposed uniaxial, fourfold, sixfold, eightfold, or
other anisotropies. Again, a unidirectional anisotropy, i.e., an exchange bias, can possibly be assumed
to result in such a slope of ∆MT,sat . Previous tests with Fe/MnF2 exchange biased samples in the (100)
orientation, however, which showed a pronounced asymmetry and loop shift after field cooling to 20
K, did not reveal such a mirror symmetry, but a slope of ∆MT,sat very similar to the simulation using a
fourfold anisotropy, depicted in Figure 4d [32].
Nevertheless, a few studies found in the literature may shed light on this unusual symmetry of
∆MT,sat . Ahmad et al. found torque curves with a similar slope in Co thin films grown on MgO(100)
substrates and a Cu buffer layer of 20 nm, however, with more pronounced coercivity maxima more
similar to the simulation shown here than to our experimental results. This unexpected shape and the
mostly positive values of the torque in this pure ferromagnetic sample were not discussed further [21].
Another approach is given by Wegscheider et al. who found a very similar shape for the mosaicity, as
shown here for ∆MT,sat , which they correlated with unidirectional magnon scattering or anisotropy
field variations [33]. These ideas should be followed in future studies to reveal the origin of these
unexpected asymmetries.
5. Conclusions
The exchange bias system Co(100)/CoO was investigated well above the blocking temperature,
revealing asymmetric transverse magnetization components, i.e., asymmetric magnetization reversal
processes, and an unexpected angular dependence of the transverse magnetization at saturation
∆MT,sat , which is incompatible with purely fourfold, uniaxial, or mixed anisotropies. Both effects were
found in a few studies by other groups, however, without reliable explanations. While the asymmetry
of the magnetization reversal can most probably be attributed to residues of the exchange bias, only
a few hints for the possible origin of the slope of the ∆MT,sat curve could be found, suggesting, e.g.,
unidirectional magnon scattering or anisotropy field variations.
Future investigations should investigate both parameters—∆MT,sat and transverse magnetization
components—more in detail in diverse pure ferromagnetic or exchange biased samples to reveal
the origin of these effects and investigate whether they may even be technologically applicable.
An analytical model will be tried to formulate, possibly based on combining Stoner-Wohlfarth and
Kondorsky models, to get a deeper insight into the effects which were also observed by a few
other groups.
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